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MY MY ` 

 

EFT Script – Loss of Power or Confidence 
Instructions – There may have been a time when something happened and it felt like the rug was pulled out from under you, 
leaving you feeling dazed, confused, weakened, shocked, or violated. Perhaps it was from a conflict, a sudden loss of 
income, an abrupt change in relationship, a divorce, bad experience, failed test or performance, a diagnosis, a major 
disappointment, or perhaps something you chose to do or not do, and it seemed to change everything for the worse. If left 
unattended, you may be tempted to use what happened to decide against yourself. You might have experienced a loss of 
power or confidence; making you feel inadequate, incapable, incompetent, or less than whole. None of this is the truth of you, 
yet your perceptions drive everything, and it is your perceptions that we are attempting to heal. Take a moment to turn inward 
and ask the Wisest Part of Your Mind to take you back to a time when something happened… and it resulted in a sudden 
loss of safety, peace, or confidence. It basically shook you at your foundation and was followed by a loss of personal power. 
Allow the images and details to come forward - where we can release them together. Take in a long, deep breath… and feel 
God’s Loving Light and Presence around you… Just be there now… and repeat these words after me: 
 

Over the Heart: 
There was a time… when something happened… something I couldn’t predict or control… It seemed to happen to me…  
as if there was nothing I could do… It came on suddenly… like a freight train… and I couldn’t get off the tracks… It seemed  
to run right over me… leaving me in its wake… feeling devastated… and fumbling for what to do next… Dear God… Please 
take this from me… along with all of the pain… despair… fear… and feelings of devastation… I want peace instead of this. 
 

Center of the Chest:  
There was a time… when something happened… and I didn’t see it coming… I tried to keep it from happening… but it 
happened anyway… In that moment… I might have decided against myself… saw myself as powerless… inadequate…  
or incapable of being strong… I might have used this situation… to judge against myself… and my ability to do things right… 
or to expect good things to come to me… I might have decided against myself… and I might still be doing this today.  
 

Top of the Head: 
Dear God… Take this from me… If I have ever failed… screwed up… or lost my confidence… I am willing to see myself 
differently… If there has ever been a time… when gave my power to another… or I threw it away completely… I am willing  
to forgive myself… I want the happy life that You Will for me… I want to receive the blessings that are my right to have. 
 

Eyebrow Point: 
I am learning that my mistakes & failures have never altered me… What You created within me cannot be altered… I am 
whole & complete exactly as I am… I am Your Holy Innocent Child, now and forever… There is nothing else I want to be…  
or choose to be… I am willing to abandon every false image I have about myself… I am worthy of love & happiness & peace. 
 

Under the Eye: 
If there was ever time… when I had an experience… and I might have used it to decide against myself… or someone else… 
I turn this over completely… Please give me the Vision… to see the greatness within myself… Please give me the clarity…  
to see that my mistakes do not matter… Please help me to love myself… and release all the guilt… and pain… and sorrow. 
 

Center of the Chest: 
I am as You created me… There is nothing I have ever done… nothing I have ever experienced… nothing that will ever take 
Your Love from me… I am entitled to happiness, joy, peace, and abundance… exactly as I am… I am One with God… free of 
all limits… all-Powerful…deeply-Loved… worthy of Everything Good!.. I am FREE of the Past… It can touch me NO MORE! 
 

Instructions - Take several long deep cleansing breaths and feel the deep sense of power that flows through you as it comes 
from God. You are one with the All-Powerful, All-Loving, Pure Light and Eternal Creator of the Universe. There is nothing you 
have ever done that has taken away your right to Eternal Love and Happiness. Heaven is here and now. You are Heaven. 
Today, we celebrate the release of all false images from the past. You are the Holy Child of God; worthy of everything good 
and the finest that life has to offer. Breathe in your True Essence. Feel the deep sense of relief that no darkness can ever 
come to you. We stand together in the Light, of the Light, & protected by the Light. We accept nothing else and nothing less. 
Now, tune into the first time that you felt a loss of power or confidence. It might have been something simple like 
neighborhood kids ignoring you, or calling you names, or perhaps it was something more challenging like not being loved or 
wanted as a child. No matter what, this is NOT the Truth of you, and with your willingness, we are going to release it together. 
Take a deep breath in and let all of the details and images come forward…one last time… Repeat these words while you tap: 
 

Over the Heart: 
There was a time… when I something happened… and I lost my confidence… and my sense of Self… It seemed to make  
me question everything… and doubt myself… I am learning that my perceptions drive everything… and if I judged against 
myself in the past… it makes sense… that nothing would go well after that… BUT all of that changes TODAY!... I am 
THRILLED…I am HAPPY… & I am EXCITED… to CHOOSE AGAIN… I am willing to see the BEST in myself… even if I 
don’t know how… I am willing to see it anyway… I am not my past… I am not my failures… my guilt… or my wrong decisions. 
 

Center of the Chest: 
I am as God created me… There is nothing that has ever happened… that has altered me… or taken away my purity, my 
innocence, or my power… God’s Love from me is total… I reclaim my Divine Inheritance... & accept the GREAT Blessings 
that are waiting for me… The Power of God within me is intact… reliable… and all-encompassing… My Inner Guide cannot 
fail… I forgive those who mirrored my beliefs back to me… I forgive them… release them… and bless them… We are Free!  
 

Instructions - Take in a long deep breath and reclaim your Divine Power & Magnificence as the Light of God that you are! 

 


